PV PRODUCTS

IEC / UL 61730 - The New Harmonized
Standard for Safety
USA and International Access in One Standard
On December 4, 2017, the long-term effort to harmonize the UL1703 PV module safety standard
was completed with the publication of UL 61730-1 and UL 61730-2.
A New UL Safety Standard
The new harmonized standard included the updates in IEC 61730, published August
2016, as the basis for harmonization with UL 1703 and resulted in UL 61730-1 and UL
61730-2. Advances in materials, increasing system voltages and innovative designs are
addressed with new and updated construction and testing requirements. The new PV
module standard further enables reduction in product cost, increases in performance
and broadens access to markets with continued confidence in their safe operation.
While the publication of the harmonized standard does not immediately replace UL
1703, it is important to know how the changes will impact your current PV module or
system design. Whether you’re a manufacturer, developer or financier of PV systems,
you can benefit from the updates.

The UL 61730 consists of 2 parts:
Part 1: Describes the construction requirements for photovoltaic (PV) modules in order
to provide safe electrical and mechanical operation during their expected lifetime. Key
updates include:
• Clearly defined Insulation requirements based on material properties, material
groups, location of installation and installation type
• Cemented joints concept for maintaining insulation requirements
• Overvoltage categories, system voltage classes and protective means
• Requirements for component approvals
Part 2: Provides the testing sequence intended to verify the safety of PV modules whose
construction has been assessed by UL 61730 part 1.
• This edition of the standard contains over 20 significant technical changes relative to
the previous edition
• A minimum of nine PV modules and one unframed PV module now required for the
updated test sequences
Evaluation and testing of a PV module for certification involves both part 1 and part 2 of
the new standard.
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Harmonized standards enable accesses to global markets. Global commerce depends
on the use of technically valid standards to facilitate international trade in products such
as those in PV systems. The UL 61730 harmonized safety standard enables cost savings
for manufactures by testing once and leveraging the UL “record of test” for access to
other markets. Since regional regulations for installation of electrical products must be
considered, additional requirements called national differences or deviations also apply
and incremental testing may be necessary depending where the product is installed.
New construction and testing requirements aimed at innovation. Since publication in 1986
of the first PV standard, UL has been in lockstep with the evolution of PV module technology
and understands the relationship between their operation in the field and testing in the lab.
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Construction requirements in UL 61730-1 are specific to PV module materials,
equipment application, accessibility and environmental factors; when applied correctly
they reduce the likelihood of technical error in the design stage. Applying the concepts
of insulation coordination and getting the spacing’s right increases confidence of a
compliant result when testing for safety certification, reducing the cost of rework.
Testing requirements in UL 61730-2 reflect lessons learned from the field across a
variety of technologies, materials, installation types and climates. Most notable is
the B Sequence which does a more thorough job of weather testing of the module
construction and is intended to simulate a stressor scenario for adhesion at multiple
material interfaces. Also, the test method looks at weathering of the front side as well as
the back side of the module.

we have deep understanding of the
new requirements in UL 61730-1 and
61730-2 for specific market applications.
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ULs Continuing Certification program supports coexisting safety standards. Safety
certification to UL1703 for existing products and the use of UL61730 for certification
of new products provides the least disruptive path for the PV industry. The aim of
the standards technical panel (STP) decision is to allow manufacturers to continue to
apply the UL mark on established products to show safety compliance. New products
or changes to existing products must comply with UL67130 by the transition date of
December 4, 2019.
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